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Abstract 
Double-dimension serial reaction task in which color and alphabet were set as background and operating stimulus respectively 
was used to explore implicit learning in the present study. Subjects were instructed to react to the alphabets with or without the 
background colors in one of the following conditions: random sequence, regular sequence or blank (i.e., no background 
color).The results showed that random background color sequence interfered with the implicit learning of alphabet sequence. 
Participants’ implicit learning score in the random background color sequence was significantly lower than those in the regular 
background color sequence and no color background conditions. Moreover, when compared with no-background-color condition, 
regular-background-color sequence did not affect  the learning of alphabet sequence. Finally, it was found that background color 
could be implicitly processed regardless whether it was in regular or random sequence. 
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1. Introduction 
People can make use of information of environmental regularities in shaping certain aspects of their behavior even without 
being aware of it. This ability of automatic acquisition of information is an important characteristic in human cognition. In 1967, 
Reber named this ability as implicit learning, and the discovery of its existence was considered the most encouraging 
development in cognitive science. Until now it is still a hot research topic. 
Hayes and Broadbent1988argued that the most obvious difference between the explicit and implicit learning lied in that 
the former only activated information related with the current task whereas the latter can learn all the elements present in the 
background without any selection. But this is not economical from the evolutionary and adaptive view of implicit learning. Many 
researchers were interested in whether one can master all the structures and regularities in the environment by implicit learning. 
Whittlesea, et al. (2001) found that people cannot absorb all the information contained in a learning environment. Stimulus 
features (e.g., prominence and familiarity and context cues (e.g., space organization) can affect the type of knowledge one can 
learn during the implicit learning. They concluded that selection occurs in implicit learning, during which attention plays an 
important moderating role. 
   Chun, et al. (1998) used spatial layout of objects as context cue and their results showed that the structure of visual context 
could guide spatial attention. Endo and Takeda (2004) continued to investigate what kind of structure can guide attention and 
they found that that when multiple contexts are redundant, contextual learning occurs selectively, depending on the predictability 
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of the target location, suggesting  that people only process useful information. Other researchers also found that  attention could 
be guided to the most useful aspect for the current learning task at both conscious and unconscious levels (Tapia, et al,2010;Turk-
Browne, et al,2008). The same phenomenon has also been found in studies on artificial grammar learning (Bos & Poletiek, 2010; 
Eitam, et al, 2009; Tanaka, et al, 2008). Weiermann, et al(2010) used task sequence and task-mapping sequence to investigate the 
factors influencing implicit sequence learning, and they found that implicit sequence learning only occurred when correlated 
sequences of tasks and mappings were present, while no sequence learning effects were found when only a single task sequence 
or a single mapping sequence was present. The authors argued that each of the sequences could be viewed as a stream of 
information and implicit task sequence learning only occurred when streams of information were correlated. 
There were three different views about implicit learning contained in the above-introduced  studies: learning all information, 
selective learning and learning under specific conditions. Based on  an evolutionary view, Guo (2005) has proposed that implicit 
learning is characteristic of robustness, stability and universality. However, the views of selective learning and learning under 
specific condition were not conformed to this evolutionary view, rendering controversy regarding the characteristics of implicit 
learning. In addition, few studies have explored the amount of implicit learning that occurs in different learning conditions. 
In order to investigate the process characteristic of implicit learning, an alternating serial reaction time task (SRTT; Nissen & 
Bullemer, 1987) was adopted in the current study. In SRTT, sequential regularity is introduced by surreptitiously repeating an 
event sequence. With practice, people can respond more quickly in blocks with predictable and repeating events than in blocks 
with random events. Averaged reaction time difference between the two types of blocks is the index of implicit learning. In the 
present experiment, color sequence and alphabet sequence were adopted and the subjects only need to respond to the alphabet 
sequence (i.e., the goal) with the color sequence as the background. The main purpose is to explore the implicit learning of 
background sequence and its effect on the implicit learning of goal sequence. 
2. Method 
Participants. Sixty young (mean age = 22.32 vs, SD=2.03) volunteers participated. All were college students at Soochow 
University of China. They were randomly divided into three groups: the regular color and alphabet group (regular color group), 
the random color and regular alphabet group (random color group) and the random alphabet and no color group (no color group), 
with 20 participants in each group.  
Apparatus and material. The material included color and alphabet. For the group of regular color and regular alphabet group, 
one-centimeter high black alphabet was presented in the middle of colorful square and the side length of the color square was two 
centimeters. With the four colors of red, yellow, green and blue being referred as the numbers of 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively, the color 
sequence of the square was set as 3-4-2-3-1-2-1-4-3-2-4-1. For the regular alphabet and random color group, the sequence of the 
color was random. With the four alphabets of e, i, o, and u being referred as the numbers of 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively, the alphabet 
was set as 3-4-1-2-4-3-1-4-2-1-3-2. All stimuli were presented in the center of the screen, only one stimulus was presented at one 
time. 
Procedure. Participants firstly learned to master the alphabet and corresponding key through 48 practice trials. Four labeled 
keys on the keyboard were used for responding with the middle and index finger of each hand (“z”, “x”, “n”, and “m” 
corresponding to the four alphabets in left-to-right order, respectively). During learning phase, participants were instructed to 
press as fast and as accurately as possible on the key corresponding to the alphabet shown on the screen. Learning was structured 
into six sessions. Each was consisted of 13 blocks with 12 trials contained in each block, rendering a total of 936 trials per 
person. Block 12 in session 6 was a transfer block during which subjects were presented with a random sequence.   
The testing phase followed the learning phase, in which regular color sequence was presented. After a practice, participants 
were asked to respond to the color squares by pressing the keys on a keyboard correspondent to them (the keys of A, S, K, and L 
correspond to the color of red, yellow, green, and blue respectively). This test phase included 3 sessions with a total of 360 trials 
per person. 
 Each stimulus was presented after a set fixation (250 ms). The whole experiment lasted about 25 minutes.  
Postexperimental Interview. After finishing the experiments, participants were asked whether they had noticed any regularity 
about the stimulus sequence, and they were required to choose one of the following answers: (1) Didn’t notice at all; (2) No 
regularity; (3) It seemed there were some regularity;(4) Obviously there were some regularity. Those who select the third or the 
fourth option were asked to take an extra test in which they had to predict the next stimulus in a sequence presented on the 
screen. Data from participants who predicted correctly with more than 4 successive trials were excluded from the analysis. 
Data Analysis. Following the analysis in Weiermann. et al.’ study (2010), participants who failed to implicitly learn the 
material were excluded from the data analysis, as well as those with high error rates on the task. 9 subjects whose error rate on 
the target task exceeded 10% were excluded. Therefore there were 15 participants remained in the regular color group, 17 in the 
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random color group and 19 in the no color group. Additionally, each participants’ mean RT of correct responses in each block 
was calculated  and subjected to analyses of variance (ANOVAs). RTs of over 1,000 ms and less than 100 ms were discarded as 
outliers. 
3. Results 
3.1. The learning of the alphabet sequence 
Data were analyzed with a Group (regular color, random color, no color group)  Session (1– 6) repeated measures analysis 
of variance (ANOVA). The analysis of RT produced significant main effects of Group, F=103.26, p<.001, the RTs was shortest 
in the regular color group and the longest in the random color group.  
To determine whether people learn the regularity of the alphabet, we compared participants’ performance on the twelfth block 
with that on the thirteenth block in the sixth session. Paired T-tests showed significant differences for all the three groups 
[T=4.63, p<.001regular color group, T=3.96, p<0.05(no color group), T=2.40, p<0.05random color group], indicating 
that participants in all the three groups had successively acquired the alphabet sequences. Figure 1 shows that the RTs increased 























Figure 1   Mean RTs in the twelfth to thirteenth block 
 
The amount of the implicit learning in three groups was calculated by subtracting  the averaged RTfor the twelfth 
from that for  the eleventh block in the sixth session. Amount of implicit learning in random color group was 
significantly less than those of the other two groups, F=3.267, p<0. 05. Post-hoc comparison indicated that, in 
comparison to no color background, random color background disturbed the learning of the alphabet, while the 
regular color background did not affect the learning of the alphabets. 
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3.2. The learning of color background 
Participants’ RTs in the color test were analyzed with a Group (regular color, random color, no color group) 
Session (1– 3) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). This analysis produced a significant main effect 
for Group, F=7.315, p<.05, with the RTs in both no color group and random color group significantly or marginally 
significantly shorter than that of the regular color group (p<.05, p=.053 respectively). There was no significant RT 
difference between the no color and the random color group. Mean RTs for color in regular color group not only 
was the smallest at the beginning but also decreased most quickly, which indicated that the learning for the color 
sequence happened during the learning process of alphabet. 
4. Discussion 
The findings from the current study replicated some of the findings in Weiermann, et al.’ study (2010) . In 
Weiermann, et al.’ study, both task sequence and task-mapping sequence were used. They found that implicit 
learning would happen or happen more easily only when the two sequences were correlated. In the current study, the 
fact that the degree of implicit learning was greatest in regular color group was consistent with the findings in 
Weiermann, et al.’ study. However, the finding that participants in random color background condition still 
implicitly learned the alphabet sequence is not compatible with Weiermann, et al.’ s argument that implicit learning 
only occurs when two regular information streams are present. Further studies are needed to find out whether this 
inconsistence is caused by task differences or other factors. It is established in the literature that implicit learning 
can  occur when only one dimension of information exists. In the current study, there was no significant difference 
on the learning degrees of alphabet sequence between the regular color and no color groups, which may suggest that 
regular color background sequence is not influential to implicit learning of the goal. Importantly, it was found that 
implicit learning on the background color sequence occurred during the learning process of alphabet sequence. 
Some researchers argued that attention would be guided by the relevance of non-target information (Endo &Takeda, 
2004), both on conscious and on unconscious level (Tapia, 2010). In the present study, participants were able to 
implicitly processing the background color sequence even when the sequence was set as random, which may suggest 
that unconscious attention tends to be casted on the whole learning environment rather than on limited information. 
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